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Office Hours:  
 

I don’t keep any fixed office hours, but I maintain a 
flexible schedule and would love to meet with you 
whenever you want to talk about any cool bug you saw or 
if you need help understanding something. Just talk to 
myself or the TA during lecture or lab to set up an 
appointment. 
 
Required Texts:   
 

D. Borror & R. White, A Field Guide to the Insects. 
 

Required supplementary readings: Periodically we will 
augment the required readings listed below with other 
articles from the scientific or popular literature. These 
will be posted to the class Blackboard site, 
http://blackboard.cornell.edu. You can 
log in with your Cornell netID 

TA 
TBD 

1234 Comstock Hall 

Insect 
Biology 

Insects aren’t going to inherit the earth.  
They already own it. 

-Thomas Eisner 

Fall XXX 
4 credits 

Instructor 
Heather Grab 

6140 Comstock Hall  

hlc66@cornell.edu 

2140 Comstock Hall 
Lecture: T/TH 9:05-10:55 

Lab: W 1:30-4:30 
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Integer metus. 

Lorem. 
byline 
[Name] 

Rationale:   
Over half of the two million described species of living organisms are insects. Thus, they are the 
dominant multicellular life forms with which we share the planet. Their diversity of body forms is 
astounding. Most of them are smaller than two centimeters and weigh less than a gram. Many of 
these creatures provide us with economic services, such as pollinating agricultural crops, and 
ecological services, such as decomposing carrion and dung. A few thousand species have become 
pestiferous and destroy our crops or imperil our health. But the vast majority of insects simply carry 
out their lives beyond our scrutiny as integral parts of ecological webs in the environments that we 
also inhabit. Insect Biology will provide an introduction to the biology, ecology and evolution to this 
fascinating group of organisms as well as experience in experimental design and scientific 
communication. The list of major learning outcomes of almost all CALS concentrations include four 
core attributes of a successful scientist: 1) find and evaluate information 2) explain and interpret 
facts, theories and assumptions 3) communicate effectively through writing, speech and visual 
mediums and 4) apply methods of sustainability to the analysis of major challenges facing humans 
and the Earth’s resources. Throughout the semester we will use primary literature from insect 
systems around the world to explore concepts such as conservation and agricultural sustainability 
that apply to the broader animal kingdom.  Additionally, the laboratory portion of the course will 
introduce the principles of experimental design and analysis though a group project which you will 

Goals Learning Outcomes Assessment 
Demonstrate 
phylogenetic  
“tree thinking” 

Describe evolutionary relationships among insect 
orders 

Lecture exam 1 
Insect collection 

Describe basic natural 
history of insect orders 
 

Explain the life history and identifying 
characteristics and habitats where an insect order 
can be found 

Lecture exam 1 & 2 
Insect collection 
Insect Presentations 

Describe basic internal 
and external anatomy of 
insects 

Name various structures and compare them with 
homologous structures in other insects 

Anatomical drawing exercise 
Lab practical exam 1 

Identify insects to family 
level 

Evaluate morphological characters and use 
matrix and dichotomous keys 

Lab practical exam 2 
Insect collection 

Interpret primary 
literature 

Discuss methods and key findings while 
identifying implications and limitations.  

Lab presentation  
Research paper 
Class discussions 

Recognize threats to 
insect biodiversity 

Evaluate ecologically based insect management 
and conservation techniques 

Lecture exam 2 
Class discussions 

Develop skills in 
scientific research and 
communication 

Design an experiment which tests a hypothesis 
about a specific insect behavior or ecological 
process 

Lab presentation 
Research Paper 
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Academic Integrity 
 

Each student in this course is 
expected to abide by the Cornell 
University Code of Academic 
Integrity 
http://cuinfo.cornell.edu/Academ
ic/AIC.html.  Any work 
submitted by a student in this 
course for academic credit will 
be the student's own work. In 
the lab, you will obviously 
collect insects and conduct 
experiments together with other 
students. We whole-heartedly 
encourage group collecting 
outings and collaboration on the 
lab presentation. Trading 
specimens with other students 
is fine as well, although 
collecting them yourself is more 
fun and more informative about 
their natural history. We also 
encourage helping each other 
key out insects to get proper 
identifications. Nevertheless, all 
material turned in will be your 
own responsibility. 

 

Format and Procedures:   
The course will consist of two weekly lectures and one laboratory. 
The two lectures will be in one block (one after the other) in order 
to permit for lengthy discussions and computer exercises. A 
typical class will start with some theoretical background about 
the day’s topic that will lead into a discussion, and then will 
alternate constantly between theory and discussion or practice. 
The use of email or ANY type of messaging during class will 
negatively affect your participation grade. You are encouraged to 
work together during the labs and to discuss information and 
concepts covered in lecture and the sections with other students.  
Laboratory time will be a mix of field collecting trips and 
laboratory work. During the early weeks of the semester we will 
spend the majority of our lab time collecting insects for local 
habitats while the weather cooperates. On days when field trips 
are scheduled, please arrive promptly, even a bit early if possible. 
Dress appropriately for field collecting trips (long pants, boots 
etc.) and bring water and a backpack for carrying your notebook, 
pencils and any field equipment we will use that day. Being 
appropriately dressed and prepared for greenhouse days is part of 
your participation grade for that day. Finally, you will be expected 
to work in the lab outside of your normal lab session. 
Arrangements will be made so that you will have access to the lab 
outside of class time.  

Philosophy and Goals 
My aim is to give you a sense of current theories in entomology, 
how new information is generated in the field and the field’s 
important contributions in the context of the larger body of 
scientific knowledge. While it is important to have an 
understanding of the breadth of the field, it is impossible to cover 
all aspects of entomology or any one topic in depth. Given my 
background in agroecology the course will be somewhat biased to 
agricultural and ecological theory.  However, I will strive to create 
a balance between basic (ecological, physiological, evolutionary) 
and applied (agricultural, conservation, medical) topics. Whenever 
possible I will invite guest lecturers who are specialists is a given 
topic area. I also hope to incorporate topics in entomology that are 
of interest to you whenever possible.  
 

In the laboratory component of the course my goal is to provide 
you with the skills to a) observe nature in the context of existing 
knowledge and ideas, b) ask and investigate questions in insect 
ecology, and c) effectively and concisely communicate scientific 
ideas with others. 
 

 Note on killing insects: One of the requirements for the course is 
to develop a collection of insect specimens (see Insect Collection 
section below). Traditionally these collections consist of insects 
collected and killed in the field however if you are morally opposed 
to killing insects for educational purposes there are several 
alternative collection projects we can discuss. 
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and password. 

Course Requirements:  
1. Class attendance and participation policy:  Please 

be sure to attend classes on time. Attendance will be taken for each 
class; arriving more than 10 minutes late more than 2 times will 
reduce your participation grade. Additionally, engagement in class 
discussions and collaboration on group projects will also factor into 
your participation grade.  
2. Course website: All readings and laboratory procedures will be 
posted on the course Blackboard web site 
http://blackboard.cornell.edu.  
3. Assignments:  
Insect Order Presentations: Your first assignment in the course will 
be a brief (10 min) presentation of one of the 30 insect orders. Your 
talk should highlight the most significant aspects of the group’s 
biology, the approximate diversity, where they can be found and a 
few fun facts with an emphasis on engaging photographs or videos. 
Your slides and slide note are due to me 24 hours before the class 
in which you are assigned to present.  
Reading quizzes: Each weekly reading will be accompanied by a 
short quiz designed to focus your attention on certain sections and 
to prime you for class discussion. 
Lab Practical exam:  This exam will focus on insect anatomy and 
identification, knowledge which will become invaluable as you 
begin to process samples for your insect collection. 
Lecture exams: There will be two exams scheduled during regular 
class time that will cover the lecture content of the course. The first 
exam will cover insect diversity; evolution and physiology while the 
second exam will cover insect behavior and ecology.  
Group project: A large portion of our laboratory time will be devoted 
to designing, running, and analyzing a group experiment. Although 
I will provide guidance, logistical support and materials, you are 
encouraged to design your experiment around a question of interest 
to you. Any line of question is open to exploration as long as we 
have the time and supplies.  The project will culminate in a 
research report written in the style of a primarily literature article 
and a presentation given in the style of a conference talk.  
Insect Collection: This project is the culmination of a semester’s 
worth of effort in collecting and identifying insects to family. We 
will devote several lab periods to insect colleting in different 
habitat, exploring the major collecting techniques. Although you 
may be familiar with the traditional pinned insect collection you 
are encouraged to explore more creative avenues in this course. 
Examples include a photographic collection, a collection focused on 
a particular habitat (insects of the home?) or a phylogenetically 
organized collection. I’m open to suggestions as long as a minimum 
of 10 orders and 40 families are represented. 
 

Grading Procedures: 
  
Lecture 
Insect Order Presentations    15  
Reading quizzes                100 (10 each) 
Lecture Exams                100 (50 each) 
Participation                    30 
 
Laboratory 
Lab Exercises                  30  (15 each) 
Lab Practical Exams  100         (50 each) 
Lab Presentation     30 
Research Report Outline      10  
Research Report Draft       20  
Research Report Final     40  
Insect Collection    125 

 

Accommodations for 
students with disabilities 
In compliance with the Cornell 
University policy and equal 
access laws, I am available to 
discuss appropriate academic 
accommodations that may be 
required for student with 
disabilities. Requests for 
academic accommodations are to 
be made during the first three 
weeks of the semester, except for 
unusual circumstances, so 
arrangements can be made. 
Students are encouraged to 
register with Student Disability 
Services to verify their eligibility 
for appropriate accommodations. 
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Week 
 

Dates Day-Topic Reading (posted on BB) 

1 26-28 Aug T-Introduction to Insects and the course  
  W- Into to collecting techniques FIELD TRIP  
  Th-Arthropod Anatomy  
2 2-4 Sep T- Orders of Insects - “Lower insects”)  
  W- Insect Collecting FIELD TRIP  
  Th- Orders of Insects - Exopterygote orders)  
3 9-11 Sep T- Orders of Insects - Holometabola: part I)  
  W- Insect Collecting FIELD TRIP  
  Th- Orders of Insects - Holometabola: part II) Turlings et al (1993) 
4 15-17 Sep T- Orders of Insects - Holometabola: part III)  
  W- Insect Collecting FIELD TRIP  
  Th- Orders of Insects - Holometabola: part IV)  
5 22-25 Sep T- Evolution of Arthropods Misof et al. (2014)  
  W-External Anatomy of a grasshopper  
  Th- Internal Physiology  
6 30-2 Oct T-  Development  
  W- Comparative anatomy  
  Th- Sensory Systems  
7 7-9 Oct T- EXAM I  
  W-Group Experiment Planning-Research Question  
  Th- Behavior – Foraging  
8 14-16 Oct T- Fall Break NO CLASS  
  W- LAB PRACTICAL EXAM I (Anatomy)  
  Th- Behavior – Communication I  
9 21-23 Oct T- Behavior – Communication II Eisner (1964) 
  W- Group Experiment Planning- Exp. Design  
  Th- Behavior – Parental Care  
10 28-30 Oct T- Behavior – Sociobiology  
  W- Group Experiment Set-up  
  Th- Ecology – Symbioses I DeVries & Baker (1989) 
11 4-6 Nov T- Ecology – Symbioses II  
  W- Group Experiment Data Collection  
  Th- Ecology - Population regulation Root (1973) 
12 11-13 Nov T- Ecology – Ecosystem services I Garibaldi et al (2013) 
  W- Group Experiment Data Collection  
  Th- Ecology – Ecosystem services II Thies et al (2011) 
13 18-20 Nov T- Medical Entomology Lacroix et al (2012) 
  W-Group Experiment Data Analysis  
  Th- Insect Conservation Hughes et al (2000) 
14 25-27 Nov T- Eating Insects  
  W-Thanksgiving Break NO CLASS  
  Th- Thanksgiving Break NO CLASS  
15 2-4 Dec T- Exam review   
  W- INSECT COLLECTION DUE  
  Th- EXAM II  
 TBD Final Exam Period – Final Presentations  
 


